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Abstract 
We present a methodology for the global sampled-data stabilization of 
systems with a compact absorbing set and input/measurement delays. The 
methodology is based on the Inter-Sample-Predictor, Observer, Predictor, 
Delay-Free Controller (ISP-O-P-DFC) scheme and the stabilization is 
robust to perturbations of the sampling schedule. The obtained results are 
novel even for the delay-free case. 
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1. Introduction 
 
   Achieving stabilization by sampled-data output feedback and ensuring robustness to perturbations 
in the sampling schedule are central challenges in nonlinear control over networks, where the 
simultaneous presence of asynchrony and (measurement or input) delays creates important 
problems (see [7,8,9,24,25,27,28,29,31]). Almost all available results rely on delay-dependent 
conditions for the existence of stabilizing feedback and in most cases the stability domain depends 
on the sampling interval/ delay. Predictive feedback seems to be the only possible choice for 
handling large delays (see [3,4,5,11,12,13,14,15,18,19,26]). Global stabilization of control systems 
with large delays by means of sampled-data output feedback with positive sampling rate remains a 
challenging problem. There are few results on the global stabilization of systems with input applied 
with Zero-Order-Hold and sampled measurements which do not coincide with the state vector 
(output measurement) even in the delay-free case; see [12,2,26,6,20]. The existing results either 
exploit the linear structure or a global Lipschitz property. In general, global results for sampled-data 
output feedback control of delayed systems are limited; see also [22] for results with sufficiently 
small delays. 
    The present work provides global stabilization results for a class of nonlinear systems: systems 
with a compact absorbing set. More specifically, we consider nonlinear systems of the form 
Uuxtutxftx n  ,,))(),(()(                                                  (1.1) 
where mU   is a non-empty compact set with U0 , 0  is the input delay and nmnf :  
is a smooth vector field with 0)0,0( f . The measurements are sampled and the output is given by 
))(()( rxhy ii                                                                 (1.2) 
where knh :  is a smooth mapping with 0)0( h  and 0r  is the measurement delay. The class 
of nonlinear systems of the form (1.1), (1.2), with a compact absorbing set has been studied in 
[1,10,13]. Here, we extend the ideas in [13] to the case where the input is applied with Zero-Order-
Hold (ZOH) and we use the Inter-Sample-Predictor, Observer, Predictor, Delay-Free Controller 
(ISP-O-P-DFC) control scheme. The ISP-O-P-DFC control scheme has long been in use for linear 
systems [21,23,30,32]. The main idea of the control scheme is the use of an inter-sample predictor 
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of the (not available) continuous output signal. The observer uses the approximation of the 
continuous output signal and provides an estimate of the delayed state vector, which is subsequently 
fed to an approximate predictor: the predictor provides an estimation of the future value of the state 
vector. Finally, the estimation of the future value of the state is used by the delay-free controller and 
the control action is applied with Zero-Order-Hold. A major difference with [13] (except of the fact 
that [13] considered continuously applied input) is the predictor: the approximate predictor used in 
the present work is the repeated explicit Euler numerical scheme for the control system (1.1). The 
prediction scheme was used in [14,15] and can be easily implemented in computer software (since 
in the present work the applied time step is constant). 
    Our main result (Theorem 2.2) provides explicit formulas for global stabilizers, which are robust 
with respect to perturbations of the sampling schedule. Moreover, Theorem 2.2 can be also applied 
to the case where the sampling times do not necessarily coincide with the times that input changes. 
This feature is important for network systems and is rare in the sampled-data control literature 
(usually the sample-and-hold case is studied). The state is driven to the equilibrium at an 
exponential rate. The result of Theorem 2.2 is novel even for the delay-free case 0r . Corollary 
2.3 presents a specialization of the result to the delay-free case. See also [17] for semi-global results 
in the delay-free case based on sampled-data dynamic output feedback. 
    The structure of the present work is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the presentation of the 
basic assumptions for nonlinear systems with a compact absorbing set and the statement of the main 
results. The proof of the main result is provided in Section 3, where additional lemmas are stated 
and utilized. An illustrative example is shown in Section 4, where the proposed control scheme is 
applied. The concluding remarks are provided in Section 5. Finally, the Appendix contains the 
proofs of all auxiliary lemmas used in Section 3.  
 
Notation. Throughout this paper, we adopt the following notations:  
  ),0[:  . A partition of   is an increasing sequence  0ii  with 00   and  ii lim . 
  Let ),0[:  I  be an interval. By  );( UIL , we denote the space of measurable and 
essentially bounded functions )( u  defined on I  and taking values in mU  . Let nA   be an 
open set. By  );(0 AC , we denote the class of continuous functions on A , which take values in 
m . By );( AC k , where 1k  is an integer, we denote the class of functions on nA   with 
continuous derivatives of order k , which take values in m . For a function 
);(),...,( 11 kk ACVVV  , the gradient of V  at nAx  , denoted by )(xV , is a matrix with k  
rows; its i th row is the row vector 





 )()(
1
x
x
Vx
x
V
n
ii   for ki ,...,1 . 
  For a vector nx  , we denote by x  its transpose and by x  its Euclidean norm. mnA   
denotes the transpose of the matrix nmA   and A  denotes the induced norm of the matrix 
nmA  , i.e.,  1,:sup  xxAxA m . nnI   denotes the unit matrix. 
  A function nV :  is called positive definite if 0)0( V  and 0)( xV  for all 0x . A function 
nV :  is called radially unbounded if the sets  MxVx n  )(:  are either empty or bounded 
for all 0M .  
  The class of functions K  is the class of strictly increasing, continuous functions  :a  
with 0)0( a  and  )(lim sas . For x , ][x  denotes the integer part of x . 
  For Ubrau  ),[: , where mU  , ab   and 0r , Urut  ]0,[:  for ),[ bat  denotes the 
r “history” of u , i.e., the function defined by )())((   tuut  for ]0,[ r  and Urut  )0,[:  for 
],[ bat  denotes the r “open history” of u , i.e., the function defined by )())((   tuut  for 
)0,[ r . For a bounded function Uru  ]0,[:  (or Uru  )0,[: ), u  denotes the norm 
 )(sup
0


uu
r 
  (or  )(sup
0


uu
r 
 ).    
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2. Problem Description and Main Result 
 
 
Our first assumption for system (1.1) guarantees that there exists a compact set which is robustly 
globally asymptotically stable. We call the compact set “absorbing” because the solution “is 
absorbed” in the set after an initial transient period.  
 
(H1) There exist a radially unbounded (but not necessarily positive definite) function 
);(2  nCV , a positive definite function );(1  nCW  and a constant 0R  such that the 
following inequality holds for all Uux n ),(  with RxV )(  
)(),()( xWuxfxV                                                           (2.1) 
Moreover, the set  RxVxS n  )(:1  contains a neighborhood of n0 .  
 
    Indeed, assumption (H1) guarantees that for every initial condition nx )0(  and for every 
measurable and essentially bounded input Uu :  the solution )(tx  of (1.1) enters the compact 
set  RxVxS n  )(:1  after a finite transient period, i.e., there exists );(0  nCT  such that 
Stx )( , for all  )0(xTt  . Moreover, notice that the compact set  RxVxS n  )(:1  is positively 
invariant. This fact is guaranteed by the following lemma which is an extension of Theorem 5.1 in 
[16] (page 211). The proof of the following lemma can be found in [10].  
 
Lemma 2.1: Consider system (1.1) under assumption (H1). There exists );(0  nCT  such that 
for every nx 0  and for every measurable and essentially bounded input Uu  ),[:   the 
solution ntx )(  of (1.1) with initial condition 0)0( xx   and corresponding to input Uu  ),[:   
satisfies  RxVtxV ),(max))(( 0  for all 0t  and RtxV ))((  for all  0xTt  .  
 
    Our second assumption guarantees that we are in a position to construct an appropriate local 
exponential stabilizer for the delay-free version system (1.1), i.e., system (1.1) with 0 . 
 
(H2) There exist a positive definite function   ;2 nCP , constants 0, 1 K  with )(21 xPxK   for 
all nx   with RxV )(  and a locally Lipschitz mapping Uk n :  with 0)0( k  such that the 
following inequality holds 
22))(,()( xxkxfxP  , for all nx   with RxV )(                               (2.2) 
 
    Our third assumption guarantees that we are in a position to construct an appropriate local 
exponential observer for the delay-free system (1.1), (1.2) with 0r . 
 
(H3) There exist a symmetric and positive definite matrix nnQ  , constants 0 , Rb   and a 
matrix knL   such that the following inequality holds 
  2),())()((),()( xzuxfxhzhLuzfQxz   , 
for all Uu , nxz ,  with bzV )(  and RxV )(                                 (2.3) 
 
    Our final assumption is a technical assumption that enables us to construct a dynamic feedback 
stabilizer for system (1.1), (1.2). Similar assumptions have been used in [1,10,13].   
 
(H4) There exist constants )1,0(c , baR   such that the following inequality holds: 
   )()(
),())()((),()()(1)()))()((),()(( 2
xzQzV
uxfxhzhLuzfQxzzVczWxhzhLuzfzV 
  
for all Uu , nxz ,  with bzVa  )( , 0)()(  xzQzV  and RxV )(                       (2.4) 
 
    Assumption (H4) implies restrictions on the dynamics of the local observer, which was 
introduced by assumption by (H3). Notice that the left hand side of inequality (2.4) is the time 
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derivative of the function ))(( tzV  along the trajectories of the local observer ))()((),( xhzhLuzfz   
with input nx  . Therefore, assumption (H4) imposes an upper bound on the time derivative of the 
function ))(( tzV  along the trajectories of the local observer ))()((),( xhzhLuzfz   with input nx   
for certain regions of the state space: the solution of the local observer is not allowed to “grow too 
fast”. 
    Assumption (H4) is needed for a specific reason. Lemma 2.1 implies that the states of any 
successful observer for system (1.1), (1.2) with 0r  must be driven in a compact set after a 
transient period. Therefore, the design of an observer with a compact absorbing set is desired. 
Assumption (H4) is a sufficient condition that allows us to design a global observer with a compact 
absorbing set (expressed by the sublevel sets of V ) which coincides with the local observer 
))()((),( xhzhLuzfz   on an appropriate neighborhood of the equilibrium. In order to achieve the 
design of such an observer, we need to impose bounds on the “growth” of the trajectories of the 
local observer ))()((),( xhzhLuzfz   with input nx   for certain regions of the state space. 
However, it should be noticed that (2.4) does not exclude the possibility of having a positive time 
derivative of the function ))(( tzV  along the trajectories of the local observer ))()((),( xhzhLuzfz  .  
 
We are now in a position to state the main result of the present work. 
 
Theorem 2.2: Consider system (1.1), (1.2) under assumptions (H1-4). Define: 
))((:),,(ˆ yzhLuyzk  , for all Uuyz kn ),,(  with RzV )(                            (2.5) 
 

 )(
)(
),,())((:),,(ˆ 2 zVzV
uyzyzhLuyzk  , for all Uuyz kn ),,(  with RzV )(              (2.6) 
where  mkn:  is defined by 
  ))(()()()(),()(,0max:),,( yzhLzVzVpzWuzfzVuyz                          (2.7) 
and ]1,0[: p  is an arbitrary locally Lipschitz function that satisfies 1)( sp  for all bs   and 
0)( sp  for all as  . Let 0N  be an integer and define the mapping: 
  nnN UrL   );0,[:                                                     (2.8) 
 which maps  UrLux n );0,[),( 0    to the vector nNN xux  :),( 0 , where nix    ( Ni ,...,1 ) 
are vectors given by the recursive formula: 


 
hi
ih
iii dsrsuxfxx
)1(
1 ))(,(  , for 1,...,0  Ni                                    (2.9) 
where   Nrh /:   . Then for sufficiently small constants 0sT , 0HT  and for sufficiently large 
integer 0N  there exist a locally Lipschitz function KC  and a constant 0  such that for 
every partition  0ii  of   with   sii
i
T  10sup , 
nz 0 ,  nrCx  ];0,[00 ,  UrLu );0,[0   , the 
solution of (1.1), (1.2) with  
))(),(),((ˆ))(),(()(   rtutwtzkrtutzftz , for 0t  a.e.                           (2.10) 
))(),(())(()(  rtutzftzhtw , for ),[ 1 iit   a.e. and for all integers 0i              (2.11) 
)()( ii yw   , for all integers 0i                                                  (2.12)   
HjTHN ujTzktu
),()(  , for all ))1(,[ HH TjjTt   and for all integers 0j               (2.13) 
initial condition 0)0( zz  ,  )()( 0  xx   for ]0,[ r ,  )()( 0  uu   for )0,[   r , exists and satisfies 
the following estimate for all 0t :  000)exp()( uzxCtutzx tt                                            (2.14) 
 
    The result of Theorem 2.2 is novel even for the delay-free case 0r . Indeed, one can repeat 
the proof of Theorem 2.2 and obtain the following corollary (its proof is omitted due to the 
similarity with the proof of Theorem 2.2). 
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Corollary 2.3: Consider system (1.1), (1.2) under assumptions (H1-4) with 0r . Let 
 mkn:  be defined by (2.7) for an arbitrary locally Lipschitz function ]1,0[: p  
that satisfies 1)( sp  for all bs   and 0)( sp  for all as   and let ),,(ˆ uyzk  be defined for all 
Uuyz kn ),,(  by (2.5), (2.6). Then for sufficiently small constants 0sT , 0HT  there exist a 
locally Lipschitz function KC  and a constant 0  such that for every partition  0ii  of   
with   sii
i
T  10sup , 
nz 0 , nx 0 , the solution of (1.1), (1.2) with  
))(),(),((ˆ))(),(()( tutwtzktutzftz  , for 0t  a.e.                                    (2.15) 
))(),(())(()( tutzftzhtw  , for ),[ 1 iit   a.e. and for all integers 0i                    (2.16) 
)()( ii yw   , for all integers 0i                                              (2.17) 
 )()( HjTzktu  , for all ))1(,[ HH TjjTt   and for all integers 0j                    (2.18) 
initial condition 0)0( zz  , 0)0( xx  , exists and satisfies the following estimate for all 0t :  00)exp()()( zxCttztx                                                    (2.19) 
 
Remark 2.4: (a) It should be emphasized that estimate (2.14) guarantees (i) local exponential 
stabilization (since KC  is locally Lipschitz) and (ii) global K -exponential stabilization. 
(b) The approximate predictor mapping given (2.8), (2.9) is the repeated explicit Euler numerical 
scheme for the control system (1.1). It can be easily implemented in computer software. 
(c) The proof of Theorem 2.2 is constructive. Therefore, estimates of the size of the constants 
0sT , 0HT , 0N  and 0  are provided. However, the estimates are conservative.  
(d) The construction of the controller (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) (or (2.15), (2.16), (2.17), (2.18)) 
is based on the local controller provided by assumption (H2) and the local observer provided by 
assumption (H3). However, the results of Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 are global. 
(e) The construction of the controller (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) is based on the Inter-Sample-
Predictor, Observer, Predictor, Delay-Free Controller (ISP-O-P-DFC) control scheme. Namely, 
(2.11), (2.12) is the inter-sample predictor of the continuous output signal and is fed to the observer 
(2.10). The observer estimate is fed to the approximate predictor mapping given by (2.8), (2.9), 
which provides the estimation  
HjTHN ujTz
),(  of the future value of the state vector. Finally, the 
estimation  
HjTHN ujTz
),(  of the future value of the state is fed to the controller (2.13) and the 
control action is applied with ZOH. It is important to notice that if measurement delay is present 
(i.e., if 0r ), then the observer provides an estimate of the delayed state vector )( rtx  .     
 
3. Proof of Main Result 
 
Define the sets:  RxVxS n  )(::1 ,  bxVxS n  )(::2                                            (3.1) 
Notice that since );(2  nCV  is radially unbounded, it follows that the sets defined in (3.1) are 
compact sets. 
   The proof of the main result requires a number of technical lemmas. The first technical lemma 
provides an estimate for the observation error.  
 
Lemma 3.1: Let 0 , 0sT   be sufficiently small constants and let  0ii  be a partition of   
with   sii
i
T  10sup . Then there exists a constant 01 M  such that every solution of (1.1), (1.2), 
(2.10), (2.11), (2.12), corresponding to (arbitrary) input  UrLu );,[     and satisfying 
1)( Srtx  , 2)( Stz   for all lt  , where 0l  is an integer with rl  , also satisfies the following 
inequality for all lt  : 
     )()(exp)()(expsup 1 rxzMrsxszs lll
tsl




                               (3.2) 
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The second technical lemma provides an estimate for the state. 
 
Lemma 3.2: Let 0 , 0HT  be sufficiently small constants. Then there exist constants 0, 32 MM  
such that every solution of (1.1), (1.2), corresponding to (arbitrary) input  ULu );,[     and 
satisfying 1)( Stx   for all HjTt  , where 0j  is an integer, also satisfies the following inequality 
for all HjTt  : 
    

















)exp()(sup)(exp)exp()(sup 32 sTT
sxksuMjTxjTMssx H
HtsjT
HH
tsjT HH
    (3.3) 
 
The third technical lemma provides an estimate for the prediction error. 
 
Lemma 3.3: There exists an integer 0N  and a constant 04 M  such that for every  NN  for 
every 20 Sx   and for every measurable and essentially bounded input  UrLu );0,[    the 
following estimates hold for the solution )(tx  of (1.1) with initial condition 0)( xrx  , corresponding 
to (arbitrary) input  UrLu );0,[   : 
 ux
N
Muxx N  040 ),()(                                                   (3.4) 
2Sxi  , for all Ni ,...,1,0                                                         (3.5) 
where  )(sup
0
suu
sr 


 and nix    ( Ni ,...,1 ) are vectors given by the recursive formula (2.9). 
 
     The fourth technical lemma the three previous lemmas and provides an estimate for the norm of 
the solution of the closed-loop system (1.1), (1.2), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), (2.13). 
 
Lemma 3.4: Let 0 , 0sT , 0HT   be sufficiently small constants and let 1N  be a sufficiently 
large integer. Let  0ii  be a partition of   with   sii
i
T  10sup . Then there exists a constant 
0G  such that every solution of (1.1), (1.2), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) satisfying 1)( STrtx H  , 
2)( Stz   for all HjTt  , where 0j  is an integer, also satisfies the following inequality for all 0t : 
        


 

)(supsup)(sup)exp()(
0
sxszsuGttzxu
rTjTsrTjTrsjTsr
tt
sHsHH 
        (3.6) 
 
We are now ready to provide the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
 
Proof of Theorem 2.2: We first notice that the following inequality holds for all 
Uuwz kn ),,(  with bzV )( : 
)()),,(ˆ),()(( zWuwzkuzfzV                                             (3.7) 
Definition (2.6) implies ),,()))((),()(()),,(ˆ),()(( uwzwzhLuzfzVuwzkuzfzV  . By 
distinguishing the cases 0))(()()(),()(  wzhLzVzWuzfzV  and 
0))(()()(),()(  wzhLzVzWuzfzV , using definition (2.7) and noticing that 1))(( zVp  we 
conclude that (3.7) holds. 
   Let 0 , 0sT , 0HT   be sufficiently small constants and let 1N  be a sufficiently large 
integer so that Lemma 3.4 holds. Let  0ii  be a partition of   with   sii
i
T  10sup  and let  nrCx  ];0,[00 , nz 0 ,  UrLu );0,[0    be given. We will show first that the solution of (1.1), 
(1.2), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), (2.13), with initial condition 0)0( zz  , )()( 0  xx   for ]0,[ r ,  
)()( 0  uu   for )0,[   r  exists for all 0t  and is unique.  
    We first make the following claim. 
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Claim 1: Suppose that )(tx  is defined on ],[ 1 ir  , )(tu  is defined on ),[ 1 ir   and that )(tz  is 
defined on ],0[ i . Then )(tz  is defined on ],0[ 1i .  
 
Standard results in ordinary differential equations guarantee that the system  
))(),(())(()(
))(),(),((ˆ))(),(()(




rtutzftzhtw
rtutwtzkrtutzftz

                                     (3.8) 
has a local solution defined on )~,[ ti  for some  1,~  iit  . By virtue of (3.7) and Lemma 2.1, it 
follows that the solution of (3.8) satisfies the following estimate: 
 bzVtzV ),(max))(( 0                                                             (3.9)  
for all 0t  for which the solution of (3.8) exists. Define the non-decreasing function:  szVUuzuzfzhs n  )(,),(:),()(max:)( , for all  nzzVs  :)(min                   (3.10) 
which is well-defined by virtue of the facts that mU   is compact and  );(2  nCV  is a radially 
unbounded function. It follows from definition (3.10) and inequality (3.9), that the solution of (3.8) 
satisfies the following estimate for all )~,[ tt i : 
  bzVTwtw si ),(max)()( 0                                                   (3.11) 
A standard contradiction argument shows that )(tz  is defined on ],0[ 1i .  
 
    The second claim guarantees existence/uniqueness of solutions for all 0t . It is an application of 
the method of steps.  
 
Claim 2: tu , tx , )(tz  are uniquely determined for all ],0[ HjTt , where Zj . 
 
The claim is proved by induction. First we notice that the claim holds for 0j . Next, we show that 
if the claim holds for some Zj  then the claim holds for 1j . Indeed, (2.13) guarantees that tu  is 
uniquely determined for all ])1(,( HH TjjTt  . It follows from Lemma 2.1 that tx  is uniquely 
determined for all ])1(,( HH TjjTt  . Since the set  0}{])1(,( iiHH TjjT   is either empty or finite, 
Claim 1 implies that we are in a position determine uniquely )(tz  for all ])1(,( HH TjjTt  . Thus tu , 
tx , )(tz  are uniquely determined for all ])1(,0[ HTjt  , where Zj . 
   Lemma 2.1 in conjunction with (2.1) and (3.7) implies there exists );(0  nCT  such that the 
inequalities  RxVtxV ),(max))(( 0  and (3.9) hold for all 0t  and  
RtxV ))((  for all  )0(0xTt   and btzV ))((  for all  0zTt                         (3.12) 
Indeed, the above conclusions for ))(( txV  are direct consequences of Lemma 2.1. The above 
conclusions for ))(( tzV  are consequences of Lemma 2.1 applied to system (2.10) with ),( uw  as 
inputs. Inequalities (3.12) and definitions (3.1) show that  
1)( Stx  , 2)( Stz  , for all     00 ,)0(max zTxTt                                   (3.13) 
Let 0j  be the smallest integer so that     00 ,)0(max zTxTTrjT HH  . Then (3.13) in conjunction 
with Lemma 3.4 implies the existence of a constant 0G  such that (3.6) holds.  
    Since nmnf : , Uk n : , knh :  nknh  : , are locally Lipschitz mappings 
with 0)0,0( f , 0)0( k , 0)0( h  and since mU   is compact, there exists a continuous, non-
decreasing function ),1[: L  such that:  
xxLxkxh
uxxLuxfxhuxf
)()()(
)(),()(),(

 , for all nx  , Uu                       (3.14) 
Moreover, taking into account definitions (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and inequalities (3.14), we are in a 
position to conclude that there exists a continuous, non-decreasing function ),1[:ˆ L  such 
that: 
 wuzzLuwzkuzf  )(ˆ),,(ˆ),( , for all nz  , kw  , Uu                      (3.15) 
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Furthermore, using induction, (3.14), definitions (2.8), (2.9) and the fact that mU   is compact, 
we are in a position to guarantee that there exists a continuous, non-decreasing function 
),1[:~ L  such that:  uxxLuxN  )(~),( , for all  UrLux n );0,[),(                         (3.16) 
Using inequalities (3.14), (3.15), (3.16), we show that the following claim holds.  
 
Claim 3: There exists a sequence of non-decreasing functions   :i  with )()( 1 ss ii   for all 
0s  and for all integers 0i  such that the following inequality holds for every integer 0i :       000000 )(sup zxzxutzxu ittiTt H 
                                      (3.17) 
 
    We construct the sequence inductively. Inequality (3.17) holds for 0i  with the function 
1)(0  s . In order to show the claim, we assume that there exists an integer 0i  and a non-
decreasing function   :i  such that (3.17) holds. We next show that there exists a non-
decreasing function   :1i  with )()( 1 ss ii   for all 0s  such that (3.17) holds with 0i  
replaced by 1i .  
    Using (2.13), (3.16) and (3.17), we get for ))1(,[ HH TiiTt  :  
       0000000000~
)())((~)),(()(
zxuzxzxzxuL
uiTziTzLuiTztu
ii
iTHHiTHN HH

   
Using (3.17), the above inequality and the fact that mU   is compact, we obtain the existence of a 
non-decreasing function  :1Z  such that:       001000)1(0 sup zxZzxuutTit H 
                                            (3.18) 
Next, define the following family of sets for all 0p :   pVbxVxpS nn   ,:)(max)(::)(                                 (3.19) 
Notice that by virtue of assumption (H1) the above sets are compact for each 0p  and that 
)()( 21 pSpS   for every 0, 21 pp  with 21 pp  . Define the non-decreasing function for all 0p :  xp
pSx )(
max:)(

                                                             (3.20) 
Applying the inequality   t
iT
H
H
dssusxfiTxtx ))(),(()()(   for the solution )(tx  of (1.1) with 
])1(,[ HH TiiTt   and using (3.14), (3.19), (3.20) in conjunction with Lemma 2.1 and the Gronwall-
Bellman Lemma, we obtain: 
   


 
 sTisHH
uiTxTxLtx
H

)1(0
sup)()))0(((exp)(  , for all ])1(,[ HH TiiTt   
Using (3.17), (3.18) and the above inequality, we obtain the existence of a non-decreasing function 
 :2Z  such that:       002000)1(0 sup zxZzxuxu ttTit H 
                                       (3.21) 
Let   0jjit   be the largest sampling time with Hi iTt  . Using (2.11), (2.12), (3.14), (3.9), 
definitions (3.19), (3.20), we get for all ])1(,[ Hi Titt  :  
       t
t
t
t ii
dssuzLdsszzLAtw )()0()()0()(                                     (3.22) 
where    t
Tit
t
Tit
xxLA
HH )1(0)1(0
supsup:
 




 . Using (2.10), (3.15), (3.9), definitions (3.19), (3.20), we get 
for all ])1(,[ Hi Titt  : 
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        
         
      





t
t
i
t
t
iii
t
t
t
t
t
t
i
i
i
iii
dssuttzLzL
dsszttzLzLAttzLtz
dsswzLdssuzLdsszzLtztz
)()()0(1)0(ˆ
)()()0(1)0(ˆ)()0(ˆ)(
)()0(ˆ)()0(ˆ)()0(ˆ)()(



                (3.23) 
Using the fact that   0jjit   is the largest sampling time with Hi iTt  , in conjunction with 
  sii
i
T  10sup , we obtain that sHi TiTt  . Therefore, we obtain from (3.23) for all ])1(,[ Hi Titt  : 
  t
ti
dsszzBtz )()0(~)(                                                      (3.24) 
where  
      
      s
Tis
sHsHi
sH
uzTTATTzLtzB
TTsLsLs
H

)1(0
sup)0(~)()()0(ˆ)(:
)(1ˆ:)(~




                     (3.25) 
Using the Gronwall-Bellman Lemma in conjunction with (3.24) and the fact that sHi TiTt  , we get 
for all ])1(,[ Hi Titt  :   BTTztz sH )()0(~exp)(                                                    (3.26) 
Using (3.17), (3.21), (3.25), (3.26), the fact that    t
Tit
t
Tit
xxLA
HH )1(0)1(0
supsup:
 




 , we are in a 
position to conclude that there exists a non-decreasing function   :1i  such that (3.17) holds 
with 0i  replaced by 1i . 
    Since );(0  nCT  is continuous, there exists a constant   and a function K  such that  xxT )(  for all nx  . Since 0j  is the smallest integer so that 
    00 ,)0(max zTxTTrjT HH  , it follows that sHH TjTriT    for 
   


 
H
s
T
zxTr
zxi 0000
223  . Combining (3.6) with (3.17), we obtain the following 
estimate for all 0t :    00000 ~)exp()( zxCuzxtutzx tt                                          (3.27) 
where )()(~ )( sGsC s  for all 0s . Since  :~C  is a non-decreasing function, there exists a 1C  
function  :Cˆ  such that )(~)(ˆ sCsC   for all 0s . Inequality (2.14) is a direct consequence of 
(3.27) and the definition )(ˆ:)( sCssC   for all 0s . The proof is complete.       
 
 
4. Illustrative Example 
 
Consider the following planar nonlinear system: 
 uxxxuxxxxxx ,),(;4
13,10 2212223111                         (4.1) 
where 0  is a constant that satisfies the inequality 
4225001 2                                                                     (4.2) 
with output  
1)( xxhy                                                                        (4.3) 
    We show next that system (4.1) satisfies assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3) and (H4) with  250,250 U                                                               (4.4) 
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    Therefore, Theorem 2.2 can be applied to (4.1) and the system can be stabilized for arbitrary 
input and measurement delays by bounded feedback applied with ZOH. The reader (who is used in 
continuous feedback stabilization for delay-free nonlinear systems) may be surprised by the 
existence of an upper bound for the constant 0  (see (4.2)), i.e., the linear part of system (4.1) is 
only weakly destabilizing. Two things must be noted at this point: 
(a) The upper bound for 0  in (4.2) is restrictive and can be improved considerably. However, 
we have given this restrictive bound for simplicity (the algebraic manipulations become easier).  
(b) We intend to design a feedback law for system (4.1) that: (i) is bounded, (ii) is applied with 
ZOH (even though the system is not linear or globally Lipschitz), (iii) uses sampled and delayed 
measurements with uncertain sampling schedule, (iv) guarantees stabilization in the presence of 
(arbitrary) input and measurement delays, (v) guarantees local exponential stabilization and a global 
exponential convergence rate, and (vi) can handle sampling times which do not necessarily coincide 
with the times that the input changes value (i.e., it is not necessarily a sample-and-hold feedback). 
However, in order to achieve all the above features we have to assume that there is an upper bound 
for 0 . More specifically, the requirement of the existence of a compact absorbing set (i.e., 
assumption (H1)) implies that the input u  of system (4.1) takes values in a compact set U . The 
simultaneous requirement of having a local exponential stabilizer for (4.1) (i.e., assumption (H2)) 
leads to the fact that the size of U , the size of the set where the local exponential stabilizer works 
and the constant 0  are related and an upper bound for 0  is needed.  
 
    Assumption (H1) holds with 2/)()( 2221 xxxV  , 1R  and 4/)()( xVxW  . Indeed, we get: 
uxxxxxxuxfxV 2
2
221
4
1
2
1 4
1310),()(    
Using the inequalities 2/)( 222121 xxxx  , 2/)( 2222 xuux   and (4.4), we obtain for all Uux  2),( : 
22
2
2
1
2
1 25008
17108
5)(),()(  

  xxxxWuxfxV                                 (4.5) 
If 110 21  x , then (4.5) implies 22500)(4
3)(),()(  xVxWuxfxV . By virtue of (4.2), the 
previous inequality directly implies (2.1) for the case 110 21  x . If 110 21  x , then (4.5) implies 
  22 2500)(4
3110
1)(),()(   xVxWuxfxV . By virtue of (4.2), the previous inequality directly 
implies (2.1) for the case 110 21  x . Therefore, we conclude that (2.1) holds in every case. 
     Assumption (H2) holds with    21221 2413
2
2
1)( xxxxP   ,   311 204134
3)(~ xxxk   , 
  )(~,250max,250min)( xkxk     and appropriate constants 0, 1 K . Notice that the fact that 
   21221 2413
2
2
1)( xxxxP    is a quadratic positive definite function implies the existence of a 
constant 01 K  with )(21 xPxK   for all 2x . Moreover, by virtue of (4.2), we get for all 2x  
with RxxxV  12/)()( 2221 : 
  25024024134
3)(~  xk                                       (4.6) 
Therefore, the equality   311 204134
3)(~)( xxxkxk    holds for all 2x  with 
RxxxV  12/)()( 2221 . Notice that, by virtue of (4.2), the following inequality holds for all 2x  
with RxxxV  12/)()( 2221 : 
    )(22413
81310))(~,()())(,()( 2124121 xPxxaxxxkxfxPxkxfxP 
 
              (4.7) 
Inequality (4.7) in conjunction with the fact that    21221 2413
2
2
1)( xxxxP    is a quadratic 
positive definite function implies the existence of a constant 0  such that (2.2) holds.  
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     Next we show that assumption (H3) holds with 22 IQ ,   1,2L , 0   and arbitrary 
constant Rb 1 . Indeed, we have by virtue of (4.2), for all Uuzx  22),,(  
         2222211211121211 41310),())()((),()( xzxzxzxxzzxzuxfxhzhLuzfQxz    
which holds because 0211121  xxzz  for all 211 ),( zx  and because 4/13 .  
    Finally, we show that assumption (H4) holds. More specifically, we show that the more 
demanding inequality  
    )(81413)(2)(10)))()((),()(( 2221221121214121 zWzzzxzzzzuzzzxhzhLuzfzV     (4.8) 
holds for all Uu , 2, xz  with )(zVa   and RxV 1)(  for sufficiently large 1a . Therefore, 
(2.4) holds with arbitrary constants )1,0(c  and ba  . Inequality (4.8) is equivalent to the inequality 
2
2
2
1
2
121112 8
25
8
1102 zzzzxxzzu 

    which, by virtue of (4.4) and the fact that RxV 1)( , is 
directly implied by the inequality 
2
2
2
1
2
121
2
8
21
8
1102222500 zzzzz 

                                              (4.9) 
Similarly using the inequalities 2/12 222 zz   and 2211 222   zz , we conclude that (4.9) 
holds provided that the following inequality holds: 
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
8
17
8
9102502 zzz 

                                                     (4.10) 
If 8/2610 21 z , then (4.10) holds for 22212 17/20016 zz  . On the other hand, if 8/2610 21 z , then 
(4.10) is implied by the inequality 2221212 8
172502 zzz  , which follows from the inequality 
22212 320
2212502 zz  . We conclude that (4.10) holds for all Uu , 2, xz  provided that 


  640
2211251,17
10008,1max2
1
2
1)( 222221 azzzV .  
    Let ab   be an arbitrary constant and let ]1,0[: p  be an arbitrary locally Lipschitz function 
that satisfies 1)( sp  for all bs   and 0)( sp  for all as  . Define  
)(1
2:),,(ˆ 1 yzuyzk 

  , for all Uuyz  2),,(  with 22221  zz                            (4.11) 






2
1
2221
1
),,()(1
2:),,(ˆ
z
z
zz
uyzyzuyzk  , for all Uuyz  2),,(  with 22221  zz              (4.12) 
where 2:  is defined by 
  


 


 

  )(228
25)(108
1,0max:),,( 121
2
2
2
12221
2
1
2
1 yzzz
zz
pzzuzzzuyz         (4.13) 
    Let 0, r  be arbitrary constants. Theorem 2.2 guarantees that for sufficiently small constants 
0sT , 0HT  and for sufficiently large integer 0N  there exist a locally Lipschitz function KC  
and a constant 0  such that for every partition  0ii  of   with   sii
i
T  10sup , 
2
0 z , 
 200 ];0,[  rCx ,  UrLu );0,[0   , the solution of  
)()(4
13)(;)()(10)()( 2223111   tutxtxtxtxtxtx                                (4.14) 
))(),(),((ˆ)()(4
13
)()(10)(
)(
2
2311 







 rtutwtzk
rtutz
tztztz
tz , for 0t  a.e.                   (4.15) 
)()(10)()( 2311 tztztztw   , for ),[ 1 iit   a.e. and for all integers 0i             (4.16) 
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)()( 1 rxw ii   , for all integers 0i                                           (4.17) 
     3)1()1( )(20)()413(43,250max,250min)( HNHN jTqjTqtu  , 
for all ))1(,[ HH TjjTt   and for all integers 0j                            (4.18) 
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, for 1,...,0  Ni  
                                   (4.19) 
where Nrh /)(:  , initial condition 0)0( zz  ,  )()( 0  xx   for ]0,[ r ,  )()( 0  uu   for 
)0,[   r , exists and satisfies estimate (2.14) for all 0t . 
     This example shows that even if the delay-free system can be globally stabilized by a static 
output feedback, still an observer must be used when delays are present. The reason that forces the 
use of the observer is the prediction: in order to make an accurate prediction for the future value of 
the output, accurate estimates of the state vector are needed. Indeed, system (4.1) can be globally 
stabilized by the static output feedback   )(~,250max,250min)( xkxk    with 
  311 204134
3)(~ xxxk   . However, the dynamic feedback stabilizer given by (4.15), (4.16), 
(4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) uses the hybrid sampled-data observer (4.15), (4.16), (4.17): the observer 
state is used in the prediction scheme given by (4.19).   
 
 
5. Concluding Remarks 
 
    The present work provides a methodology for the global sampled-data stabilization of systems 
with a compact absorbing set and input/measurement delays. The methodology is based on the ISP-
O-P-DFC scheme and the stabilization is robust to perturbations of the sampling schedule. The 
obtained results are novel even for the delay-free case. 
   More remains to be done. The results can be extended (under appropriate assumptions) to the case 
where the absorbing set is not necessarily compact: the absorbing set can be a set where a Lipschitz 
inequality holds. This will be the topic of future research.  
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Appendix 
 
Proof of Lemma 3.1: First we establish the following inequality:   2),()),(,(ˆ),()( xzcuxfuxhzkuzfQxz   , for all USSuzx  21),,(                      (A.1) 
Notice that inequalities (2.1), (2.3) and definitions (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) imply that (A.1) holds for the 
case azV )( . Therefore, we focus on the case bzVa  )( . Definition (2.6) gives: 
    )()()( )),(,(),())()((),()(),()),(,(ˆ),()( 2 xzQzVzV uxhzuxfxhzhLuzfQxzuxfuxhzkuzfQxz    (A.2) 
Inequalities (2.3), (A.2) and the fact that 0)),(,( uxhz  implies that (A.1) holds if 0)()(  xzQzV . 
Moreover, inequalities (2.3), (A.2) show that (A.1) holds if 0)),(,( uxhz . It remains to consider the 
case 0)()(  xzQzV  and 0)),(,( uxhz . In this case, definition (2.7) implies 
  0))()(()()()(),()()),(,(  xhzhLzVzVpzWuzfzVuxhz . Then, inequality (2.4) gives: 
   )()(
),())()((),()())(()(1
)()))((1(),()()))((1(
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xzQzV
uxfxhzhLuzfQxzzVpzVc
zWzVpuzfzVzVp
zWxhzhLzVzVpuzfzVuxhz

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

                           (A.3) 
Using (A.3), (2.1) and the fact that 1))((0  zVp , we obtain: 
 
       ),())()((),()(1),())()((),()))(((1
)(),()()()(
)(
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)()())),(,(
22
uxfxhzhLuzfQxzcuxfxhzhLuzfQxzzVpc
zWuzfzVxzQzV
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zVp
zV
xzQzVuxhz





   
Combining (2.3), (A.2) and the above inequality, we conclude that (A.1) holds.  
 
Consider a solution of (1.1), (1.2), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), corresponding to (arbitrary) input 
 UrLu );,[     and satisfying 1)( Srtx  , 2)( Stz   for all lt  , where 0l  is an integer with 
rl  . Next consider the evolution of the mapping    )()()()( rtxtzQrtxtzt  . Inequality (A.1) 
and equations (1.1), (2.10) imply that the following inequality holds for lt   a.e.:   
    ))(()()()(2)()(2)()()()( 22 rtxhtwrtxtzQGrtxtzcrtxtzQrtxtzdt
d 

       (A.4) 
where 








 wyUuSzwy
wy
uwzkuyzk
G k ,,,,:
),,(ˆ),,(ˆ
sup: 22 . By virtue of definitions (2.5), (2.6), 
(2.7), it follows that the constant 2G  is well-defined. Since nnQ   is a positive definite matrix 
there exists a constant QK  20  with QxxxK 22  for all nx  . Completing the squares and 
integrating (A.4), we obtain the following estimate for lt  : 
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Q
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 (A.5) 
Selecting 0  so that  Qc 4/  , we obtain from (A.5) for lt  : 
   ))(()()exp(sup2)exp()()()()()exp(sup 2
2
00
2
rsxhsws
c
QG
K
Q
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K
Q
rsxszs
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ts ll
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
    (A.6) 
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Finally, notice that since   sii
i
T  10sup , it follows from (1.1), (2.11), (2.12) that the following 
estimate holds for every ),[ 1 iit   with li  : 
)()(sup))(()( 1 rsxszGTrtxhtw
ts
s
i
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                                                (A.7) 
where 
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 zxUuSzSx
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G ,,,:),()(),()(sup: 211 . Using the inequality si Tt   and 
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Combining (A.6) and (A.8) we get for all lt  :  
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Selecting 0sT  so that   12exp 2
2
1  c
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TGT ss , we conclude from (A.9) that the following 
estimate holds: 
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Inequality (3.2) is a direct consequence of (A.10). The proof is complete.      
 
Proof of Lemma 3.2: Define: 
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Using (2.2) and definitions (3.1), (A.12), (A.13), (A.14), we obtain for all USSuxx  110 ),,( :  
00
2 )(2),()( xxKCLxxkuCLxxuxfxP UU                               (A.15) 
Consider a solution of (1.1), (1.2), corresponding to (arbitrary) input  ULu );,[     and satisfying 
1)( Stx   for all HjTt  , where 0j  is an integer. Using (1.1) and definitions (3.1), (A.11), 
(A.12), (A.14), we obtain for all ji   and ))1(,[ HH TiiTt  : 
 
     ))(()(sup)()(max)(
))(()(sup)))((),(())(),(()()(






H
tsiT
UHH
tsiT
XHHUXH
H
tsiT
UH
t
iT
H
t
iT
H
iTxksuLTiTxsxLTiTxKLLT
iTxksuLTdsiTxksxfdssusxfiTxtx
HH
H
HH (A.16) 
Using (A.16), we obtain for all ji   for sufficiently small 0HT  (so that 1XH LT ): 
     ))(()(sup1)(1)()(max )1()1(    HTisiTXHHUHXH HUXHTisiT iTxksuLT
TLiTx
LT
TKLLiTxsx
HHHH
 (A.17) 
Using (A.17), the triangle inequality and a standard causality argument, we obtain for all ji   and 
))1(,[ HH TiiTt   for sufficiently small 0HT  (so that   11 

XH
HUX
LT
TKLL ):  
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     ))(()(sup1)(1)()(1)()(    HtsiTXHHUXH HUXHXH HUXH iTxksuLT
TLtx
LT
TKLLiTxtx
LT
TKLLiTxtx
H
 
which directly implies the following estimate for all 0 :  
 
   )exp())(()(sup21 )exp(
)(21
)exp()exp()()(
siTxksu
TKLL
TTL
tx
TKLL
tTKLLtiTxtx
H
tsiTHUX
HHU
HUX
HUX
H
H






                          (A.18) 
Next consider the evolution of the mapping  )(  txPt . Inequalities (A.15), (A.18) and equation 
(1.1) imply that the following differential inequality holds for all ji   and ))1(,[ HH TiiTt   a.e.:   
 
   )exp())(()(sup)exp()()(212))(( 2 siTxksuttxtxTKLL TKLLKCLtxPdtd HtsiTHUX HUXU H  






 
                                  (A.19) 
where   


  121
)exp(:
HUX
HHU
U TKLL
TTKL
CL
 .Completing the squares in (A.19), we get for HjTt   a.e.: 
 
 


























)2exp()(sup)2exp(4
)(21))((
22
2
sT
T
sxksut
tx
TKLL
TKLLKCL
txP
dt
d
H
HtsjT
HUX
HUXU
H


                               (A.20) 
Since   ;2 nCP  and since nS 1  is compact, it follows that there exists 0~ P  such that 
2~)( xPxP   for all 1Sx . Selecting 0 , 0HT  to be sufficiently small (so that 
 
  PTKLL
TKLLKCL
HUX
HUXU ~421  
 ) and integrating (A.20) we get for all HjTt  : 
 
 





















)2exp()(sup2exp8
)(~)(4exp))((
22
2
sT
T
sxksut
jTxPjTttxP
H
HtsjT
HH
H


                             (A.21) 
Using the fact that there exists a constant 01 K  with )(21 xPxK   for all 1Sx  in conjunction with 
(A.21), we obtain for all HjTt  : 
    

















)exp()(sup22)(exp
~
exp)(
11
sT
T
sxksu
K
jTxjT
K
Pttx H
HtsjT
HH
H
   (A.22) 
Inequality (3.3) is a direct consequence of estimate (A.22). The proof is complete.      
 
Proof of Lemma 3.3: Lemma 2.1 in conjunction with the fact that 20)( Sxrx   and definition 
(3.1) implies that 2)( Stx   for all ],[ rt  . Applying the inequality 


t
r
dssusxfxtx ))(),(()( 0   for 
the solution )(tx  of (1.1) with initial condition 0)( xrx  , corresponding to (arbitrary) input 
 UrLu );0,[    and using (A.11), (A.12) and the Gronwall-Bellman Lemma, we obtain: 
  uxrtLtx  0)(exp)( , for all ],[ rt                                      (A.23) 
where  )(sup
0
suu
sr 


 and ),max(: UX LLL  . Next define: 
 USuxuxfa  2),(:),(max:                                                 (A.24)  RxVraxn  )(,)(::                                             (A.25) 
Notice that by virtue of assumption (H1) the set   is compact. We select 0h  so that:   bxxVahR  :)(max                                                       (A.26) 
and we select 0P  so that: 
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  22 ,),min(:max SxhraxVP                                      (A.27) 
 
We next make the following claim. 
 
Claim 1: If bxVR i  )(  and  

  bxVRxW
Pa
hrh )(:)(min2,,min 2 , then  
)()( 1 ii xVxV                                                             (A.28) 
 
Proof of Claim 1: Define the function: 
 )()( 1 iii xxxVg                                                        (A.29) 
for ]1,0[ . The following equalities hold for all ]1,0[ : 
    )()()()(,)()()( 11212
2
11 iiiiiiiiiiii xxxxxVxx
d
gdxxxxxV
d
dg       (A.30) 
Moreover, notice that by virtue of (3.1), (A.24) and (2.9), it holds that haxx ii 1 . The previous 
inequality in conjunction with (A.27), (A.30) and the fact that ),min( hrh   gives: 
22
2
2
)( hPa
d
gd  , for all ]1,0[                                            (A.31) 
Furthermore, inequality (2.1) in conjunction with (2.9) and (A.30) gives: 
   i
hi
ih
ii xhWdssuxfxVd
dg  
 )1(
))(,()0(                                          (A.32) 
Combining (A.29), (A.31) and (A.32), we get: 
2/)()()1()( 221 PhaxhWxVgxV iii                                          (A.33) 
Inequality (A.28) is a consequence of (A.33) and the fact that  bxVRxW
Pa
h  )(:)(min22 .       
     A direct consequence of Claim 1 is that (3.5) holds when 
 

  bxVRxW
Pa
hrh )(:)(min2,,min 2 . Indeed, if bxVR i  )(  for certain 1,...,0  Ni  then the 
fact that 21 Sxi   follows from Claim 1 and (3.1). If RxV i )(  for certain 1,...,0  Ni , then: 
   1
0
111 )))((()()(  dxxxxxVxVxV iiiiiii  
which combined with the fact that haxx ii 1 , the fact that ),min( hrh   and (A.25) gives:   xxVhaRxV i :)(max)( 1  
The above inequality in conjunction with (A.26) and definition (3.1) implies that 21 Sxi  . 
 
We next make the following claim. 
 
Claim 2: Define )(: rihxxe ii  , },...,0{ Ni , where )(tx  is the solution of (1.1) with initial 
condition 0)( xrx   corresponding to input  UrLu );0,[    and suppose that 
 

  bxVRxW
Pa
hrh )(:)(min2,,min 2 . Then  
    1)exp( 1)exp()(exp12 0
2


X
X
Xi hL
ihLuxrLLLhe  , for all },...,1{ Ni                        (A.34) 
where 0XL  is the Lispchitz constant defined in (A.11).  
 
Proof of Claim 2: Notice that, by virtue of (2.9), the following equation holds for all }1,...,0{  Ni : 
 

 
hi
ih
iii dsrsursxfrsuxfee
)1(
1 ))(),(())(,(                             (A.35) 
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Notice that Lemma 2.1 in conjunction with the fact that 20 Sx   implies that 2)( Stx   for all 
],[ rt  . Hence, definition (A.11) in conjunction with (3.5) implies the following inequality for all 
}1,...,0{  Ni  and ])1(,[ hiihs  : 
)())(),(())(,( rsxxLrsursxfrsuxf iXi                         (A.36) 
Using the definition )(: rihxxe ii  , definitions (A.11), (A.12) and inequality (A.23), in 
conjunction with 2)( Stx   for all ],[ rt  , we get for all }1,...,0{  Ni  and ])1(,[ hiihs  :  
   uxrLihsLe
uihsLrsxihsLerihxrsxersxx
i
hiihs
iii



0
])1(,[
)(exp1)(
)()(max)()()()(

    (A.37) 
where ),max(: UX LLL  . Exploiting (A.35), (A.36), (A.37), we obtain for all }1,...,0{  Ni : 
       uxrLLLhehLuxrLLLhehLe XiXXiXi  02021 )(exp12)exp()(exp12)1(    (A.38) 
Using the fact 00 e , in conjunction with inequality (A.38), gives the desired inequality (A.34).     
 
The desired inequality (3.4) is a direct consequence of estimate (A.34) with Ni  , the fact that 
  Nrh /:    and the fact that XX hLhL 1)exp(  and definitions 
   1))exp(()(exp12:4 
 XLrrLLrM  ,   









 

bxVRxW
Pa
hr
rN
)(:)(min2,,min
1
2
 .        
 
Proof of Lemma 3.4: Let 0 , 0sT , 0HT   be sufficiently small constants so that Lemma 3.1 
and Lemma 3.2 hold. Let  NN  be an integer, where N  is the integer constant in Lemma 3.3. 
Since 2)( Stz   for all HjTt  , it follows from Lemma 3.3 and (3.5) that    2)(,)( Susqz sqN    for all 
HjTs   and  NN , where   HH TTssq /:)(  . Using (A.14) and (2.13) we obtain for all HjTt  :   
         )exp()(,)(sup)exp()()(sup )( ssqxusqzKssqxksu sqN
tsjTtsjT HH
 

            (A.39) 
Let ),( 0 ux  denote the solution of (1.1) at t  with initial condition 0)( xrx  , corresponding to 
(arbitrary) input  UrLu );0,[   . It follows that )),)((())(( )(sqursqxsqx    for all HjTs  . 
Moreover, using (A.11), Gronwall’s Lemma, the fact that all solutions of (1.1) starting from 2S  
remain in 2S  for all times (a consequence of Lemma 2.1) and the fact that 1)( STrtx H   for all 
HjTt  , we get: 
  ))(())(()(exp)),)((())),((( )()( rsqxsqzrLursqxusqz Xsqsq                      (A.40) 
Furthermore, Lemma 3.3 implies that there exists 04 M  such that for NN   and HjTs  it holds that:   NusqzMusqzusqz sqsqNsq /))(())),((())),((( )(4)()(                           (A.41) 
Combining (A.39), (A.40), (A.41) we obtain for all HjTt  : 
          
    )exp(sup)exp()(sup
)exp()()(sup)(exp)exp()()(sup
)(44
4
su
N
M
Ksrsqx
N
M
K
srsqxsqz
N
M
rLKssqxksu
sq
tsjTtsjT
tsjT
X
tsjT
HH
HH








 
   (A.42) 
Moreover, using (A.14), the fact that 0)0( k , the fact that HTsqs  )(0  and the fact that 
1)( STrtx H   for all HjTt  , we obtain for all HjTs  :  
   
  ))((exp())((sup))))(((exp(
))((exp())(())((sup)))((exp(
))((sup)exp()exp(
0
0
0)(












sqqsqqxrsqqsK
sqsqqxksqursqs
squssu
r
r
r
sq

          (A.43) 
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Using the fact that HTsqs  )(0  in conjunction with (A.42), (A.43), we get for all HjTt  : 
            
    
       


 



 



)exp()(sup)exp()()(sup)2(exp
)))((exp()(sup)(exp
)exp(supexp)(exp)exp()()(sup
)1(
24
4
4
ssxKssqxksurT
N
M
K
rsqrsqxrT
N
M
K
srsxszT
N
M
rLKssqxksu
tsrTjtsrjT
H
tsjT
H
tsjT
HX
tsjT
HH
H
HH




 
which directly implies for all HjTt  : 
            
     
     )exp()(sup)2(exp1
)exp()()(sup)2(exp
)exp(supexp)(exp)exp()()(sup
)1(
4
4
4
ssxrT
N
M
KK
ssqxksurT
N
M
K
srsxszT
N
M
rLKssqxksu
tsrTj
H
tsrjT
H
tsjT
HX
tsjT
H
H
HH









 



(A.44) 
Selecting  NN  so that  )2(exp4   rTKMN H , we get from (A.44) for all HjTt  : 
              
 
     
   
   )exp()(sup)2(exp )2(exp1
)exp()()(sup)2(exp
)2(exp
)exp(sup)2(exp
2exp)(exp)exp()()(sup
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Let 0l  is an integer with rl   and Hl jT . Notice that sHl TrjT  ),max( . It follows from 
Lemma 3.1 that there exists a constant 11 M  so that the following inequality holds for all HjTt  : 
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Combining (A.45) and (A.46) we get for all HjTt  : 
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                      (A.47) 
By virtue of Lemma 3.2, there exist constants 0, 32 MM  such that (3.3) holds. Combining (3.3) and 
(A.47) we get for all HjTt  : 
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Selecting  NN  sufficiently large so that      1)2(exp
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(A.48) the existence of a constant 11   for which the following inequality holds for all 0t :        
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The definition of the norms tx  and tu  give for all 0t :       )exp(sup)(exp)exp(sup
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HjTt  , we obtain from (A.47), (A.49),  (A.14), the fact that 0)0( k , the fact that HTsqs  )(0  
and the fact that 1)( STrtx H   for all HjTt  , the existence of a constant 12   for which the 
following inequality holds for all 0t :      
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Combining the two cases ( HjTt   and HjTt  ) and using (A.49), (A.50), we obtain the existence of 
a constant 13   for which the following inequality holds for all 0t :        
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obtain from (A.46):        
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Combining the two cases ( HjTt   and HjTt  ) and using (A.49), (A.52), we obtain the existence of 
a constant 14   for which the following inequality holds for all 0t :       
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Moreover, using (A.14), the fact that 0)0( k , the fact that HTsqs  )(0  and the fact that 
1)( STrtx H   for all HjTt  , we obtain from (A.49) for all 0t : 
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The above inequality in conjunction with (A.53) implies the desired inequality (3.6). The proof is 
complete.        
